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I. INTRODUCTION 

\lt rrport upon a study- of an high luminosity asymmetric 
beautv factory in the PETRA tunnel. The facility con- 
sists of twc& Ned storapc rings of 2304m circumference each 
which share thr tunnel with the YE’I’RA machine. The 
high energ) ring {HER) of the beauty factory will be oper- 
ated with a t,earll energy of 5.33GeV and the beam of the 
low enrrgt ring (LER) has 3,OGe\‘. In order to obtain a 
luminosit!- of 

c = 3. 1033Cm-2s-’ 

a beam current of I = 710m.4 needs t.o he stored in the 
HER and thr beam current in the LER needs t- he as large 
as J = 1.1.4. Furthermore vertical &function values at the 
interactlon point of fl;’ (e’+ J = lcm and ,fiz (e- ) = 2cm are 
necessary and a beam-beam tune shift of AV = 0.04 has 
to be achieved for both beams. Main parameters of the 
machine art given in table 1 

Table 1: Main Parameters _- -.-- --__ ---~~ 
HER LER ~~ .-. _- 

Particlr5 

-~~~~~~~, 

a 
Beam Current I/A I 0.71 j 1.1 
5 urnbrr of Bunches 640 640 ( 
Particles per Bunch (1 5.28 IO” 8.21 10’” 

cl.5 lo-: 
; 

Her. Emittance t, ! radm 1.0.10-’ ( 
c, ‘* 0 (1.5 0.05 
3; : 77i 0.40 0.20 
ifs i ni 0.02 0.01 
Beam-San, Tunrshifl AI/, 0.04 : 0.04 
Beam-Ht~ani Tuneshift AZ/. ! 0.04 0.04 ~ _-.--.- ~ .-- 

l,,irI1111nsit\~~“cm-2s-’ 
I 

_’ -.- .~~ ~.- 

I’hr layout of the interaction region has been improved 
considerahiy compared to previous designs (see references 
;2.1.3,4]). A largr progress has been achieved in the sup- 
pression of sgnchrotron radiation and the corresponding 
background problems14:. There is no change in the rf- 
svstem as described in the references quoted above. It 

still consists of normal conducting one-cell cavities with 
reduced R/Q and effective HOM damping. The concept 
of an active damper system has been developed on the base 
of the 5MHz broadband damper system which has been 
developrd for PETRA and HERA and which has been suc- 
crssfully tested in PETRA recently [8j. 

II Lattice Design 

In the design of the interaction region (IR) several conflict- 
ing problems have to be solved. The bunches of the two 
beams have to be merged and separated in a short distance 
from the interaction point (IP) which allows to distribute 
the large beam currents o\er 640 bunches without intrcb- 
ducing parasitic bunch crossings The beams have to be 
focussed strongly to get small bc,arnslzes at the IP. This 
is accomplished by magnetic force> SC) t,hat synchrot.ron 
radiation generated in dipole and quadrupole field causes 
background problems for the detrctor and cooling prob- 
lems for the collimator system The problem is solved the 
following way: The low energy beam is focused by two 
low-0 tripletts on each side of the IP. There are thus two 
additional low beta points around the IP. At these low- 
/Y points additional quadrupole magnets are placed which 
focus mainly the high energy beam These arrangement 
of lenses focusses the high and the low energy beam si- 
multaneously. For the same values of the n-function at 
the IP, one obtains the same chromaticity for both beams. 
The chromaticity for the design parameters does not er- 
teed values of fZ = -88 which have been achieved earlier 
in PETRA operation. Chromatic effects can be compen- 
sated up to second order using six sextupole families per 
machin? octant. Dynamic aperture has been checked by 
particle tracking and is found to be sufficient. 
The last quadrupole in thr second triplett is a 10~1 long 
combined function magnet which separates the beam ver- 
tically by about 1001~~m. The high energy beam axis is 
close to the centre of this magnet. In order to obtain early 
vertical separation, the drtect.or solenoid has to be tilted 
by IlOmr. The IR quadrupoles are displaced tranversly as 
to maintain the initial separation at the parasitic crossing 
points. The sum of linear long range beam-beam tuneshifts 
caused by the six parasitic crossings amounts to 0.04. 
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PETRA has been operated at 17Gel’ operation with a to- 
tal head-on beam-bram tune shift hu; = 0.16 [5]. With 
electrostatic beam separation at the IP, the long range 
tuneshift amountrd to (extrapolated from measurements 
in reference:G]) &q, = 0.036 which did not cause any no- 
ticeable beam blow up. 
Fig. 1 shows the arrangement of magnets and the beam 
separation. The first lowfi quadrupole is a rare earth per- 
manent magnet. The other t,wo quadrupoles of thr inner 
triplett are superconducting. The separator magnet i5 a 
Panofski-type combined function magnet. All the other 
magnets in the latticr arr conventional. 
Thr tot’al amount of svnchrotron radiation power which is 
grnerated upstreanl of th- IT’ amounts tcl only 5XzJI. from 
which 60% is absorbed III tlrr int rraction region. This does 
not cause any cooling problem for the synchrotron radia- 
tion masks in the JR The collimator system which consists 
of four elliptical masks prot.ects the inner 22mm-radius 
vertex drtrtor from prlmar\’ and secondary phot,on beams. 
The power which IS absorbed by the silicon layers is in the 
order of 2 1(1- “11‘ which provides a safety margin of two 
orders of magnitude. 
The lattic? of the high energy ring is a copy of the PETRA 
lattice. The arcs of the low energy ring in t,he arc contain 
FODO half-cells with a strong, 5.78m long dipole magnet 
(p = 4th~). They are separated by three empty half-cells. 
This reduces the number of bending magnets by four. In 
order to provide sufficient radiation damping and to pro- 
vide the transvers? beam emittance of E = 1 10WT~adm. 
six 2m long superconducting wiggler magnets which have 
an effective field strrngth of 1.8T are needed. The beam 
emittance can be varied easily over a large range by the 
size of the dispersion function in these magnets. The lon- 
gitudinal damping times arr then for thr high energy beam 
21ms and for the lolr energy beam 3tons. Rf voltages of 
I‘ = 17Mcl. and I- = 4 5Arlcl. arF needed to provide a 
lcm bunch length in twth beams. 
Thr two ntv ring- will h+ mstalled on top of each other 
above the PETRA ring The old PETRA ring will be left 
untouched and IS srrvine as an Injector for HERA Fig 2 
shows a cross sectlon of the tunnel in a regular arc section. 
The rf section will be placed in the former experimental 
halls where therr is sufficient room for waveguides. tuners 
and higher order mode couplers. 

III High Beam Currents 

The large beam currents of 1.1-4 for positrons and 0.71.4 
for electrons are distributed over 640 hunches K‘o pro- 
belms are expected for thr resulting single bunch currents 
of z (1, I -. 1.6)mA concerning single bunrh stability. The 
central problem in storing the high currents is connected 
with the coupled bunch instahilities. They can only bt 
controlled by a broadband active damper system. 
To keep the effort in reasonablr limits, it is important to iIt- 
crease the threshold currents as far as possible by ciamping 
the parasitic modes of the rf resonantors and by providing 
sufficient natural damping in the beam 
In the low energy ring, 9 single-cell-IGIIz-cavities provide 
a voltage of 4.5Mi. which is necessary for a bunch length 
of lcm. The total rf power needed for 1,4 beam current 
is P = 1.04MTV. Given the HOM-spectrum of t,he pas- 
sively damped cavities described in reference’7‘ the tresh- _) 
old current for the longitudinal dipolar multihunch insta- 
bilit! amount5 tcl I,, = 52mA. This was calculated for a 
radiation damping time of 36ms. 
For the high energy ring. 31 single cell 500MHz cavi- 
ties are needed to generate a circumferential voltage of 
16.5MI. which determines the lcm bunchlength. The 
threshold current for the longitudinal dipolar multibunch 
current instability is calculated for a radiation damping 
t,ime of 21ms which yields 78~1.4. 
For these thresholds of instability for the two machines 
it turns out that the natural damping must be reduced 
to about 500 Llsec in order to suppress the lrrstahilit\, for 
the design currents. Thus the machines will be operated 
a factor 20 above the thrrshold currents. In the case of 
PETRA storage ring. it has been demonstrated recently 
[Sj that this is possible for a bandwidth around 5 MHz 

Figure 2: Layout of the Interaction Region (Side View) and 
the vertical Beam Separation 
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Due to the high number of bunches (640), the bandwidth 
of the feedback system for the asymmetric collider has to 
be around 40 MHz. 
The feedback gain necessary to damp the transverse and 
longitudinal oscillations in the injection process determine 
the required voltage in the longitudinal and the kicker 
strength in the transverse direction respectively. 
The diflerence between the proposed system and the excist- 
ing PETKA-broadband feedback system is connected with 
the required large bandwidth of the deflecting and accel- 
crating devices. For the PETRA system. the deflecting 
klck~r was built up as a ferret +capacltor loaded delav lmt 
tc,gether with a strip chamt3c.r 10 protect the ferrlre ma- 
reriai against beam inducrti w-all current5 The advantage 
of such a device is thr h~ph fl( Iti H TICh can be achieved for 
a modrrate input powtdr 11~ dlsadvantapc is the limited 
bandwidth. For the proposed system the kicker magnets 
do not contain any ferrite but have a sufficiently broad- 
band frequency response. A series of kicker-amplifier pro- 
vides the needed deflection 
In order t.o damp dipole oscillations in the longitudinal di- 
rection an overlapping cascade of five 750MHz-klystrons 
will be used. They are operated in a single sideband am- 
plitude modulation mode with a bandwith of Af = 8MHz 
each. 
A larpv effort is also needed for the digital signal process- 
ing. The pick-up and the detector electronics of the PE- 
TRA feedback systems have a bandwidth of about 40 MHz. 
They can be carried over to the proposed system with only 
little nlodification. Eight digital filters will be used in par- 
allel. 

If one has to operate a fredback svstem more than a fac- 

Figure 1: Cross Section of the PETRA Tunnel with the 
Asymmetric Collider Magnets 

t,or of 20 above threshold. damping is not sufficient. 
Although the beam modes arr all damped (asympt,oti- 

tally), depending on the actual instability configuration, 
the damping rates and frequency shifts of different modes 
become different. This leads to overshoot phrnomena of 
the beam or - equivalently - makes the beam extremely 
sensitive against noise. Therefore instead of providing only 
damping one has to build up a mode-relatrd adaptive dig- 
ital fitter svstem for the compensation of the beam mode 
related impedance. 

III Summary 

A design of an asymmetric beauty factory which should 
provide a luminosity of 3 103"cn~-2s~' is in progress. A 
satisfactory solution for layout of the IR has been found. 
The synchrotron radiation background should br much 
smaller than the tolerable level. The rf system is based on 
normal conducting cavities. Effective higher order mode 
damping in the cavities limits the growth time of multi- 
bunch instablities. The concept of a broadband ft=edback 
system has been developed to control multibunch instabil- 
ities. 
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